
“I have to learn the habits of adoration 
intentionally--to get out of my head and 
stop to notice the color in my daughter’s 
eyes or the sound of rain on our back 
porch...it takes strength to enjoy the 
world, and we must exercise a kind of 
muscle to revel and delight.” (p. 135-136)

Liturgy of the Ordinary
Chapters 10 & 11

If you had 1 hour to do something 
you really enjoy, what would you 

do? When was the last time you did 
it?

Welcome to our mid-week gathering! Please 
use the discussion questions on this placemat 
during the meal. Be sure to include everyone 
at your table in the conversation!

Draw a picture of the people at your table. As you draw each person, thank God for making them.

X

“Pleasure is a gift, but it can become an 
idol. We overindulge. We become addicts. 
What once was a gift becomes a trap...
Enjoyment requires discernment...As we 
learn to practice enjoyment, we need to 
learn the craft of discernment--how to 
enjoy rightly, to “have” and “read”
 pleasure well.” (p. 137-138)

“Yielding to sleep confesses this reality: a 
confession that is countercultural and 
revolutionary. We are not sufficient; we need 
a caretaker. And this must affect our bodily 
routines, our worship, and our view of God.” 
(p. 147)

What is something God has made 
that makes you say “Wow!”? 

Why is having healthy boundaries 
or limits for things we enjoy 

doing/eating/drinking important?

What is your bedtime routine?

Why do you think rest is important?

Play DOTS with someone sitting near you. Each player takes a 
turn connecting one dot to another dot horizontally or 
vertically, one move at a time. When a player draws a line that 
forms a square, that player �lls the square with his/her �rst 
initial. The player, who drew the closing line on the square, gets 
another turn. The player with the most squares at the end of the 
game wins.
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